SERPINB11 is a new noninhibitory intracellular serpin. Common single nucleotide polymorphisms in the scaffold impair conformational change.
SERPINB11, the last of 13 human clade B serpins to be described, gave rise to seven different isoforms. One cDNA contained a premature termination codon, two contained splice variants, and four contained full-length open reading frames punctuated by eight single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). The SNPs encoded amino acid variants located within the serpin scaffold but not the reactive site loop (RSL). Although the mouse orthologue, Serpinb11, could inhibit trypsin-like peptidases, SERPINB11 showed no inhibitory activity. To determine whether the human RSL targeted a different class of peptidases or the serpin scaffold was unable to support inhibitory activity, we synthesized chimeric human and mouse proteins, in which the RSLs had been swapped. The human RSL served as a trypsin inhibitor when supported by mouse scaffold sequences. Conversely, the mouse RSL on the human scaffold showed no inhibitory activity. These findings suggested that variant residues in the SERPINB11 scaffold impaired serpin function. SDS-PAGE analysis supported this notion as RSL-cleaved SERPINB11 was unable to undergo the stressed-to-relaxed transition typical of inhibitory type serpins. Mutagenesis studies supported this hypothesis, since the reversion of amino acid sequences in helices D and I to those conserved in other clade B serpins partially restored the ability of SERPINB11 to form covalent complexes with trypsin. Taken together, these findings suggested that SERPINB11 SNPs encoded amino acids in the scaffold that impaired RSL mobility, and HapMap data showed that the majority of genomes in different human populations harbored these noninhibitory SERPINB11 alleles. Like several other serpin superfamily members, SERPINB11 has lost inhibitory activity and may have evolved a noninhibitory function.